
The failure of capitalism (the old cow is not being bred, and Mr. Smith was correct) 
from Pat Sullivan, Cada Dia cheese maker 
 
Capitalism is the economic system that uses money to organize and facilitate work......."money" can be 
used to pay for knowledge, management, machinery and lower skilled labor to get things done.....when 
"money" freezes up, nothing gets done, even if the path forward is fairly obvious.......Larry Summers is 
correct when he said that the solution to our economic problems is the unfreezing of credit....he also 
mentions "bankruptcy"....why is money frozen up now? ....and further, why is bankruptcy not being 
considered?  
 
Because we "pulled an Argentina"! we took the money and partied, basically.....at best, mal-investment 
(big old mcmansions, not built with solar hot water, solar water wells, solar electricity, even hydrogen 
electric storage....oh, no! just stick built dry wall/OSB sheathed uninsulated pieces of inefficient 
crap...shameful)....at worst, just consumption of not much of value....now the bill is due, the lenders 
want to be paid, and the investment made has no productive capacity to pay with.....whoops! 
 
So, the money was not invested in productive capacity....that is the only thing that pays back 
loans....bankers know this!.....(they might not know how to make prudent loans, but, after the fact, boy 
oh boy, do they ever know this!)......they transferred all this bad debt to the remaining productive 
capacity that can provide payback....that is called the "taxing power of the sovereign".....which can 
wring out money from the remaining productive economy...they did this instead of taking their losses, 
as good little bankers should do, when they make bad loans......the correct solution would have been to 
take the losses, reset the system, and get on with the job at hand, which is building the next energy 
infrastructure.... 
 
We have enough technology to get started, and in a big way....it could be the next boom.... 
 
But the bankers have hijacked the government, and are standing squarely in the way...corporations and 
banks want to milk the current infrastructure until the bitter end, instead of making the massive 
investment in the future...why? because the future is DECENTRALIZATION......as that 3rd industrial 
revolution guy points out......all buildings to have solar cells that almost generate enough power for 
their own use.....community hydrogen cells as capacitors to store excess energy during peak generation, 
and dribble it out during lulls.....the existing grid could easily be used to transport this power......with 
power being generated on site, inductance and capacitance issues that plague the grid now would be 
eased.....solar hot water galore.....retrofitting homes with insulation, or tearing down crappy ones and 
building smaller, super insulated structures....a return to the guild system, but this time, high tech and 
interconnected nodes via the web to organize and keep track of production.... 
 
Decentralization takes money out of the current system's owners pockets.....what a shameful 
performance! And what a shameful performance by Obama and congress....their job is to provide 
maximum benefit for the most citizens, not protect the 1%..... 
 
the remaining productive capacity, instead of being directed at future good investment, is being 
hijacked to pay back past mal-investment.....THIS is what the occupy wall streeters need to concentrate 
on....the old loans need to GO BAD.....the new loans need to go toward a massive green energy 
infrastructure buildup.....and a decentralization of production economic model...... 
 
Unfortunately, there is only one way....we cannot pull a Japan at this time! We cannot linger and waste 
away for 20 years, trying to pay back for past sins.....why? Because the oil is running out! Or, the cheap 



oil is, anyway......in 10 years, only expensive oil will remain....and it will be too late to make the 
change, at least order of magnitudes harder.... 
 
I guess we can use expensive oil to make the transition...an old rancher once told me...."son, we can do 
this the hard way, or the easy way.....your choice"......I hope he is right, that there is a choice.....because 
if we don't get off our butts AND GET STARTED, society might not be in a position to make this 
transition.....I think the situation is that serious.....let the debt go bad, (that means the 1% take their 
losses) reset the monetary system, (a la Hussman).... and get going.....wind turbine factories, solar cell 
factories, hydrogen cell factories, hybrid and electric car factories, high mileage car factories...what is 
so hard to understand about those things? 
 
 
As it stands, the remaining productive capacity will be milked until the cash cow is dead.....and the 
breeding program is non-existent.....we need that old cow to be bred with the best semen available, to 
get some excellent heifers into the productive pipeline! And its not happening..........somehow, the    --- 
needs to hit the fan.....as Adam Smith said, so long ago? In his masterpiece on capitalism..... 
He warned against letting merchants and manufacturers determine the policy of the 
government. - 

"The interest of the dealers...in any particular branch of trade or 
manufactures, is always in some respects different from, and even opposite 
to, that of the public.... The proposal of any new law, or regulation of 
commerce, which comes from this order ought always to be listened to with 
great precaution.... It comes from an order of men... 
who have generally an interest to deceive, and even to oppress, the public 
and who... have, upon many occasions, both deceived and oppressed it." 

 
Yes, Mr. Smith, you were correct......and nothing has changed for 250 years! 
 


